Sequencing of immunoglobulin germline gene loci is a challenging process, e.g. due to their repetitiveness and complexity, hence limiting the insight in the germline gene repertoire of humans and other species. Through next generation sequencing technology, it is possible to generate immunoglobulin transcript data sets large enough to computationally infer the germline genes from which the transcripts originate. Multiple tools for such inference have been developed and they can be used for construction of individual germline gene databases, and for discovery of new immunoglobulin germline genes and alleles. However, there are challenges associated with these methods, many of them related to the biological process through which immunoglobulin coding genes are generated. The junctional diversity introduced during rearrangement of the immunoglobulin heavy chain variable (IGHV), diversity and joining genes specifically complicates the inference of the junction regions, with implications for inference of the 3′-end of IGHV genes. With the aim of coping with such diversity, an inference software package may not be able to identify novel alleles harbouring a difference in these regions compared to their closest relatives in the starting database. In this study, we were able to computationally infer one such previously uncharacterized allele, IGHV3-7*02 A318G. However, this was possible only if a strategy was used in which different variants of IGHV3-7*02 were included in the inference-initiating database. Importantly, the presence of the novel allele, but not the standard IGHV3-7*02 sequence, in the genotype was strongly supported by the actual sequences that were assigned to the allele. We thus showed that the starting database used will impact the germline gene inference process, and that difference in the 3′-end of IGHV genes may remain undetected unless specific, non-standard procedures are used to address this matter. We suggest that inferred genes/alleles should be confirmed e.g. by examination of the nucleotide composition of the 3′-bases of the inference-supporting sequence reads.
Introduction
Immunoglobulin germline gene loci are complex and repetitive, and consequently difficult to sequence with high fidelity (Watson and Breden, 2012) . As a result, the immunoglobulin heavy chain variable (IGHV) locus of only one subject has been sequenced in full (Watson et al., 2013) . Considering that allelic diversity, gene duplications and deletions may exist in these loci, it is inevitable that we only have a limited insight into their diverse composition in the human population. Additional genomic gene sequences have been determined, although with limited information on the genes' exact localization within the genome. For instance, the IGHV germline gene IGHV4-59*08 was recently suggested to be an allele of IGHV4-61, at least in some subjects, based on the degree of sequence similarity in regions surrounding the coding sequence itself (Parks et al., 2017) . This would explain why it also seems to co-exist on a single haplotype with the allelic variant IGHV4-59*01 (Kirik et al., 2017a (Kirik et al., , 2017b . It also appears that many germline genes might have been improperly identified while other genes are missing from the officially recognized repertoire (Wang et al., 2008) . Furthermore, the germline gene repertoire of many human populations has not been extensively investigated and may be poorly represented in standard databases (Scheepers et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2011) . Consequently, the quality of studies of antibody repertoires and their mutational status may be compromised even when using standard T tools like IMGT/V-QUEST and IMGT/HighV-QUEST (Lefranc, 2011) . Studies of non-human antibody repertoires are similarly complicated by a lack of comprehensive knowledge of many species' immunoglobulin germline genes, information that is only now being collected (Collins et al., 2015; Corcoran et al., 2016; Martinez-Murillo et al., 2017) .
Large data sets generated through the use of next generation sequencing (NGS) technology are being used to investigate the composition of immunoglobulin repertoires (Nielsen and Boyd, 2018) in the context of e.g. infectious diseases, allergic and autoimmune diseases and cancer. Such technology has illustrated important features of immune repertoires, including specific features of antibodies that target unique, highly conserved epitopes on otherwise highly diversified, evolving viral envelope proteins, like those of influenza virus and human immunodeficiency virus (Jackson et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2013) . Importantly, high content datasets harbour sufficient information to computationally infer the germline genes from which they were derived. Software packages like TIgGER (Gadala-Maria et al., 2015) , IgDiscover (Corcoran et al., 2016) , partis (Ralph, Matsen, 2016a , 2016b , ImPre (Zhang et al., 2016) were all designed to accomplish such inference. Importantly, such technologies may be used to generate individualized databases of germline genes, thereby raising the quality of sequence and mutational analysis.
Although powerful, proper germline gene inference is complicated by biological processes and technological artefacts that may cause improper inference. Somatic hypermutation, PCR errors, PCR crossover events, and sequencing errors are all events that may contribute to inference of germline genes that were not present in the genome of the subject under investigation. Consequently, inference of germline genes is often guarded by cut-off levels to prevent inference of germline genes that are biological and/or technological artefacts. Such settings have to be established to deliver an acceptable trade-off between inference sensitivity and specificity.
Inference of immunoglobulin germline genes is usually guided by a starting database of known germline genes. The composition of such a germline gene database may, however, influence the set of inferred germline genes (Kirik et al., 2017a (Kirik et al., , 2017b . Inference of the 3′-end of IGHV genes (as well as of the 5′-and 3′-ends of immunoglobulin heavy chain diversity (IGHD) genes, and the 5′-end of immunoglobulin heavy chain joining (IGHJ) genes) is likely to be particularly vulnerable to inference artefacts. Inference is commonly performed using transcripts of rearranged genes, and such genes have been modified by gene trimming and non-templated (N)/palindromic (P) nucleotide additions, processes that will contribute to sequence diversity at the IGHV-IGHD-IGHJ junctions. Computational inference must take these processes into account when inferring these gene ends, or must completely avoid inferences of bases that are likely to be affected by gene trimming and N/P nucleotide additions. In addition, we (Thörnqvist, Ohlin, 2018a , 2018b and others (Ralph and Matsen, 2016a) have demonstrated that the extent of incorporation of, in particular, the terminal bases of IGHV germline genes in rearranged genes differ substantially between different IGHV germline genes. Computational inference of the 3′-end of IGHV genes is thus particularly challenging.
In efforts to study the bases of the first codons of complementarity determining region (CDR) 3, that may have their origin in the IGHV germline gene, we also identified diversity suggesting a potential allelic variant, carrying a single base difference (A318G), of IGHV3-7*02 Ohlin, 2018a, 2018b) . The variant sequence was, however, not readily inferred by a computational process. We have now analysed a publicly available dataset that had been suggested to harbour the IGHV3-7*02 allele (Ralph and Matsen, 2018) to define if conditions could be establish that would allow inference of the sequence variant of IGHV3-7*02, if it was present in the sample. We demonstrate that sequences most similar to IGHV3-7*02, carried G318 at a frequency of > 90%. Nevertheless, inference software, again, were unable to infer this allelic variant using standard analysis settings. Furthermore, we illustrate the impact of the composition of the germline gene database that was used to initiate the inference of the subject's germline gene repertoire on the inference output. These findings suggest that inference software developers must validate their utility's ability to properly infer sequence variants at the 3′-end of IGHV genes. Finally, we propose that inferences of the 3′-most bases of IGHV germline genes are accompanied by supporting data, such as an analysis of the nucleotide composition of these bases in reads that represent the allele in question.
Materials and methods

NGS data set
The data used in this study were obtained from a publicly available dataset (European Nucleotide Archive: PRJNA349143) containing immunoglobulin transcript sequences from blood samples of three individuals. The samples had been collected at ten timepoints, ranging from 8 days before to 28 days after vaccination against influenza , and later re-sequenced using Illumina MiSeq. Here, the re-sequenced samples, developed after amplification using a 5′-RACE methodology that used IGHC-specific 3′-primers, of the individual IB have been analysed (European Nucleotide Archive: SRR4431764-SRR4431773).
Data pre-processing
Each of the samples of the studied individual was processed separately using pRESTO 0.5.4 . Low quality reads were filtered out using the FilterSeq.py script (q = 20) and reads were assembled with PairSeq.py followed by AssemblePairs.py. As only IgM sequences were desired, any reads lacking the IgM specific sequence AGGGAGTGCATCC were discarded. Finally, remaining IgM reads were pooled into one set of sequences that was used for further analysis.
Germline gene inference
The germline gene origin of all IgM sequences from the studied individual was inferred using IgDiscover 0.9 (Corcoran et al., 2016) , generally applying default settings, but running three iterations. Starting databases of IGHV, IGHD and IGHJ genes were downloaded from the IMGT server (Lefranc, 2011) . In total, the inference process was performed five times, each time with a slightly different version of the IGHV starting database, in relation to the IGHV3-7*02 allele. The sequence of this allele (Winkler et al., 1992) , as represented in the IMGT database, is two bases shorter than most other germline genes. This allele was, for the purpose of this inference, present in the starting database either in its original form, extended by two bases (GA, found at the 3′-end of most germline genes, including IGHV3-7*01 and IGHV3-7*03), and/or modified with an A318G substitution ( Table 1) . Table 1 Nucleotides downstream of position 312 of the IGHV3-7*02 variants included in the starting databases used for germline gene inferences with IgDiscover (Corcoran et al., 2016) , and the corresponding inferred bases. 
Analysis of position 318 in the IGHV3-7 gene
All reads inferred to a variant of IGHV3-7*02 were further analysed regarding nucleotide composition in the 3′-end of the IGHV gene. For each of the five inferences, position 313-321 (representing the first three residues of CDR3) of sequences assigned to either IGHV3-7*02 (inferences A and D) or IGHV3-7*02 A318G (inferences B, C and E) were examined and the frequency of each nucleotide was determined. In addition, any of these sequences that had been inferred as not having any errors in the IGHV region were used to analyse the IGHV coverage, i.e. how many of the bases of the 3′-end that were covered by the inferred IGHV3-7*02/IGHV3-7*02 A318G segment of these sequences. Position 318 was also analysed on a genomic level, as defined in the 1000 Genomes Project (Auton et al., 2015) , using data of the IGHV3-7 SNP corresponding to G318, available at ensembl.org (variant rs113404618).
Results
Inference of variants of IGHV3-7*02
In an earlier study Ohlin, 2018a, 2018b) , we have been able to identify, but not computationally infer, a previously unrecognized variant of IGHV3-7, carrying a A318G difference compared to IGHV3-7*02. This was possible by analysis of the sequence composition of the first 9 bases of heavy chain CDR3, several of which are encoded by the IGHV gene. Unexpectedly, sequences considered to be encoded by IGHV3-7*02 (but not those of IGHV3-7*01) were dominated by base G at position 318. By performing germline gene inference on a publicly available dataset (European Nucleotide Archive: SRR4431764-SRR4431773), which previously had been suggested to contain sequences originating from both IGHV3-7*01 and IGHV3-7*02 (Ralph and Matsen, 2018) , we aimed to confirm the assumption that the A318G variant of IGHV3-7*02 was present in the human population through use of inference methodology. As the outcome of inference may be impacted by the composition of the starting database (Kirik et al., 2017a (Kirik et al., , 2017b , the germline gene inference was performed repeatedly on the same set of data, but with minor modifications of the database in relation to the IGHV3-7*02 allele. In fact, the inferred sequence for this allele did vary with regard to the starting database (Fig. 1) . The A318G variant of IGHV3-7*02 was inferred in all cases where this modification was present in the starting database (inference B, C and E in Table 1 ). For databases only containing an IGHV3-7*02 variant lacking this alteration (inference A and D in Table 1 ), the inferred allele similarly contained an A in position 318. In addition, the length of the inferred allele consistently reflected the length of the sequence in the starting database.
Validation of inferred variants of IGHV3-7*02
In order to identify which of the inferred variants of IGHV3-7*02 that best resembles the underlying data itself, the reads inferred as originating in a variant of the IGHV3-7*02 allele were further investigated. Analysis of unmutated sequences showed that no more than 2% of these reads covered the full length of the inferred IGHV3-7*02 variant, in cases where base 318 was inferred as an A (Fig. 2) . Most reads (89-95%) did however cover the full sequence preceding this position. In cases where base 318 had been inferred as a G though, 57-88 % of the unmutated sequences covered the full length of the inferred allele, implying that such inference is more accurate. Further analysis of nucleotide composition in position 313-321 of IgM sequences assigned to the variant of the IGHV3-7*02 allele, had similar indications. A distinct abundance of G (90-92%) in position 318 was found (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 1 ), independently of whether the inferred allele sequence harboured a G or an A in this position. The predominating bases in position 319-320 were those found in other Fig. 1 . Sequences of the IGHV3-7*02 variant inferred by IgDiscover (Corcoran et al., 2016) , when five different starting databases (A-E, Table 1), containing different versions of IGHV3-7*02 allele, were used. Sequences of IGHV3-7 alleles currently present in the IMGT database (Lefranc, 2011) are also presented. (Table 1) . For inference B, C and E, IGHV3-7*02 variants with G in position 318 were inferred, while the IGHV3-7*02 variants inferred in inference A and D harbored A in this position alleles of the IGHV3-7 gene, i.e. GA. Their level of abundance (G319: 79-80 %, A320: 53-55 %) were comparable to the level of abundance in IGHV3-7*01 (G319: 76-77 %, A320: 53%), which was also inferred using the immunoglobulin transcriptome of the studied individual (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Altogether, the data supports the finding that the subject carried a A318G variant of IGHV3-7*02 in one of its immunoglobulin heavy chain loci.
Genomic evidence for the existence of G318 in alleles associated to IGHV3-7
Considering the difficulties associated with immunoglobulin germline gene loci sequencing, data of the 1000 Genomes Project (Auton et al., 2015) can be exploited as an alternative approach for finding genomic evidence of unrecognized variants of immunoglobulin genes. None of the IGHV3-7 alleles currently present in the IMGT database (Lefranc, 2011) carries G318. Still, this SNP (variant rs113404618 at ensembl.org) was found at a frequency of 5.8% (Fig. 4) in the 1000 Genomes Project (Auton et al., 2015) . The G318 variant of the IGHV3-7 gene was most abundant among those of American (11.8%) and European (11.8%) origin, but also found in subjects of South Asian origin (8%), while it was almost non-existent in individuals of African (0.8%) and East Asian (0.1%) origin.
Inference of other IGHV genes
The sequence pre-processing approach and germline gene inference procedure did not specifically focus on inference of allelic variants of IGHV3-7 but tried to identify all IGHV germline genes that were actively transcribed and incorporated into the amplicons used for sequencing. By this approach we, as expected, identified a range of IGHV germline genes that are well recognized (Supplementary Table 1 ). However, we also inferred yet another IGHV germline gene, IGHV3-43D*01 C195A, that is currently not recognized by the IMGT database, but which is present as a partial sequence in the IgPdb database (cse.unsw.edu.au/∼ihmmune/IgPdb) under the name IGHV3-43*p04. The 5′-RACE methodology used to generate the present sequencing library allowed us to assess the part of the transcripts that represent this inference and that encode the leader sequence of this allele, as well as its 5′ untranslated sequence. Such analysis of all unmutated IGHV3-43D*01 C195A-associated reads of the studied individual demonstrated that these parts of the transcripts were more similar to those of IGHV3-43D*01 than those of the highly similar gene IGHV3-43*01 (Supplementary Fig. 2) . Unfortunately, lack of haplotype-unique IGHD and IGHJ alleles prevented haplotype analysis as a strategy to further support the assignment to IGHV3-43D rather than to IGHV3-43. IGHV4-38-2, a gene that has been shown to be associated to the same insertion polymorphism as IGHV3-43D (Watson et al., 2013) , and that is inherited together with IGHV3-43D in multiple subjects (Gidoni et al., 2018) , was also present in the genotype (Supplementary Table 1) , lending support to the presence of the IGHV3-43D gene in the subject's genotype.
Discussion
Germline gene inference has emerged as a promising tool to address the unmet need of description of adaptive immune receptor germline genes of human populations, as well as of animal species for which there are very limited knowledge of these loci. Such tools also offer opportunities to establish individualized germline gene repertoires that can be used to enhance the quality of, in particular, immunoglobulin gene analysis that is complicated by the impact of somatic hypermutation. Germline gene inference is, however, not always straightforward and different inference technologies may provide different analysis outcomes (Kirik et al., 2017a (Kirik et al., , 2017b Ralph and Matsen, 2018) . The inference of the 3′-end of IGHV (and IGKV and IGLV) is complicated by the occasional trimming of the 3′-end, and the addition of N/P nucleotides to these genes during the rearrangement process that generates the genes that encode the B cell receptor. In addition, the inference of some genes, including IGHV3-7, is complicated by the Fig. 3 . Nucleotide compositions in IgM transcript sequences assigned to an allele of IGHV3-7 when germline genes of an individual where inferred using IgDiscover 0.9 (Corcoran et al., 2016 ). An unmodified version of the IGHV database (inference D, Table 1 ) obtained from IMGT (Lefranc, 2011) was used as starting database. The first tree codons of CDR3 are illustrated, with codon 107 stretching into the junction region (marked with dashed line). In sequences assigned to IGHV3-7*01, A was the most predominate base in position 318 (A), but for sequences assigned to IGHV3-7*02, a distinct predominance of G was seen (B). Despite the difference in composition in position 318 between sequences assigned to IGHV3-7*01 and IGHV3-7*02 respectively, both alleles were inferred to feature A in this position. Results for all five starting databases (inference A-E, Table 1 ) are presented in Supplementary Fig. 1 . WebLogo 3.5.0 (Crooks et al., 2004) was used to generate the illustrations. Fig. 4 . Genomic frequency of the G138 variant in any allele of IGHV3-7, among different human populations within the 1000 Genomes Project (Auton et al., 2015) . Data were obtained from the rs113404618 variant of IGHV3-7 at ensembl.org. different completeness of the gene entries that are present in common databases. This gene's alleles, all of which are very similar in sequence, are complete up to and including base 320 in the case of IGHV3-7*01 and IGHV3-7*03, while the last base of IGHV3-7*02, as currently recognized by IMGT database (Lefranc, 2011) , is base 318, which in similarity to the other two alleles is reported as an A. An inference run involving the herein reported sequence variant of IGHV3-7 might e.g. call IGHV3-7*02 with (i) 100% identity and 100% coverage over a length of 293 bases (bases 1-317), (ii) 100% identity and 99.7% coverage, or 99.7% identity and 100% coverage over a length of 294 bases (bases 1-318), or (iii) IGHV3-7*01 with 99.3% identity but 100% coverage over a length of 296 bases (bases 1-320). Furthermore, an inference may also be complicated by presence of larger numbers of reads derived from the more highly expressed allele IGHV3-7*01 found in at least one haplotype of many individuals, including the one investigated in this study. Some immunoglobulin gene analysis algorithms, including IMGT/V-QUEST, may ignore any base difference beyond the cysteine-encoding codon 104 that precedes CDR3, effectively preventing independent analysis of the herein identified variant of IGHV3-7*02. Altogether, precise settings of the inference software are likely to affect the outcome of the inference. Indeed, independent inference (Ralph and Matsen, 2018) using TIgGER, IgDiscover, and partis of alleles of IGHV3-7 in transcriptomes of the individual investigated in the present study failed to discover the A318G variant. We had, however, previous experience of a massive predominance of G318 in transcripts otherwise showing evidence of similarity to IGHV3-7*02 (but not in transcripts showing evidence of similarity to IGHV3-7*01) in transcriptomes of other subjects Ohlin, 2018a, 2018b) . Usage of novel starting germline gene databases, generated based on this experience, did allow the actual computational inference of this sequence variant.
It is conceivable that the large predominance of G318 in the newly inferred sequence variant of IGHV3-7 is a consequence of the rearrangement process predominantly mutating this base during somatic hypermutation, or deleting at least 3 bases from the IGHV gene during the rearrangement process. Indeed, different IGHV genes seem to differ in the extent of 3′ trimming Ohlin, 2018a, 2018b) , although mostly in base 320. There are, however, several lines of evidence that suggest to us that this inference is not an artefact. Firstly, the 3′-most bases, including A318, of the very similar allele IGHV3-7*01 are present in transcripts at ratios in agreement with the reported germline gene. Secondly, it is unlikely that there is a selection effect caused by an inability of the protein to be properly folded if a germline-encoded A318 was incorporated into the final products, as the A318G difference is silent in terms of the encoded protein sequence. Thirdly, the inference was made using IgM-encoding transcripts and many of these sequences were otherwise unmutated. Thus, the presence of G318 is unlikely to be a consequence of extensive somatic hypermutation. Fourth, although we do not know base 319 and 320 of IGHV3-7*02, as they were not reported in the original publication describing this allele (Winkler et al., 1992) , they are dominated by G319 and A320 in rearranged sequences, in agreement with the sequence of many other germline gene alleles, including IGHV3-7*01 and IGHV3-7*03. If three bases were to be trimmed from the sequence, there must have been a mechanism to preferentially incorporate G319 and A320 to account for this observation, an unlikely event. Fifth, although all previously described alleles of IGHV3-7 carry A318, many individuals of European, South Asian, and American origin (but not those of African or East Asian origin), carry a G in this position of the IGHV3-7 gene (rs113404618 at ensemble.org). Altogether, we are convinced that the inferred variant of IGHV3-7 is valid and not an artefact of the rearrangement process that affects inference based on immunoglobulin transcriptome data.
Finally, given the difficulty associated with inferring the 3′-most bases of immunoglobulin genes, herein illustrated by the inference of the A318G variant of IGHV3-7*02, it is conceivable that differences in the 3′-most bases of other IGHV genes will go undetected by current germline gene inference methodology. We suggest that until a, in this context, thoroughly validated computational methodology has been developed, inference of the 3′-most bases should be performed with particular care. Any inference of these bases must also be accompanied by information about the data's underlying base composition, to enable evaluation of the appropriateness of the inference. This way, we will achieve greater confidence in germline gene calls based on transcriptome data.
Data availability
Raw sequence reads that perfectly match the inferred germline gene alleles IGHV3-7*02 A318G and IGHV3-43D*01 C195A are available from Sequence Read Archive using accession numbers SRR7154779-SRR7154788, and SRR7154789-SRR7154797, respectively. The sequences of these inferred alleles are available in GenBank using accession numbers BK010574 and BK010573, respectively.
